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in this book paul midford engages claims that since 9 11 japanese public opinion has turned sharply away from pacifism and toward
supporting normalization of japan s military power in which japanese troops would fight alongside their american counterparts in
various conflicts worldwide midford argues that japanese public opinion has never embraced pacifism it has instead contained significant
elements of realism in that it has acknowledged the utility of military power for defending national territory and independence but has
seen offensive military power as ineffective for promoting other goals such as suppressing terrorist networks and wmd proliferation or
promoting democracy overseas over several decades these realist attitudes have become more evident as the japanese state has
gradually convinced its public that tokyo and its military can be trusted with territorial defense and even with noncombat
humanitarian and reconstruction missions overseas on this basis says midford we should re conceptualize japanese public opinion as
attitudinal defensive realism national security and public opinion in israel undertakes to depict the patterns of public opinion in israel
regarding national security policy it analyzes some of the issues involved in the relationship between public opinion and the
decisionmakers on national security issues this survey of european public opinion on national security issues interprets numerous public
opinion polls retrieved from government ministries commercial agencies and educational institutions it is a comparative and historical
survey of the security challenges faced by western governments national security and public opinion in israel undertakes to depict the
patterns of public opinion in israel regarding national security policy it analyzes some of the issues involved in the relationship between
public opinion and the decisionmakers on national security issues offers an overview of the shifting tensions and public opinions fuelled by
americans expectations of privacy vs their collective desire for national security this book illustrates the dramatic shift of opinion
sparked by significant events including perceived communist threat george orwell s nineteen eighty four and 9 11 this book demarcates
the barriers and pathways to major power security cooperation and provides an empirical analysis of threat perception among the
world s major powers divided into three parts emil kirchner and james sperling use a common analytical framework for the changing
security agenda in canada france germany italy japan the russian federation the united states the united kingdom and the eu each chapter
features an examination of national exceptionalism that accounts for foreign and security policy idiosyncrasies definitions of the range
of threats preoccupying the government foreign policy elites and the public assessments of the institutional and instrumental
preferences shaping national security policies investigations on the allocation of resources between the various categories of security
expenditure details on the elements of the national security culture and its consequences for security cooperation global security
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governance combines a coherent theoretical framework with strong comparative case studies making it ideal reading for all students of
security studies the memorandum presents and analyzes the findings of the most recent public opinion study on national security affairs
conducted annually for the jaffee center for the past 17 years public opinion has played a crucial role in the transitions from war to
peace in israel since the 1967 six day war security threatened is the first major analysis of the interactions among opinion politics and
policy in that period based on opinion surveys of thousands of adult jews conducted between 1962 and 1994 the public divided during
those years into militant hardliners and more conciliatory security positions and power either shifted between or was shared by the
likud and labor parties this book examines the ways in which the views of the public inhabit the counter terrorism policy space with a
focus on the uk case drawing insights from critical terrorism studies critical security studies and studies of public opinion the book
develops an argument that the relationship between public opinion is complex iterative and mutually instantiating rather than public
opinion and counter terrorism policy existing in a simple uni directional causal relationship the book argues that whilst counter
terrorism policy actors are informed by public opinion in important ways they also construct that very opinion this argument is made
through an empirical analysis of uk counter terrorism policy drawing on primary research interviews with key counter terrorism policy
actors and security professionals as well as original analysis of parliamentary debates the book demonstrates that rather than uk
counter terrorism politics being closed and elite driven there exists a complex dialectical relationship between public opinion and both
the making and the implementing of counter terrorism policy this book will be of much interest to students of critical terrorism studies
counter terrorism security studies british politics and communication studies for the first time the tribar opinion committee and aba
committee on legal opinions reports 1994 2004 are now available in a single convenient portable volume these influential reports
simplify and clarify the score and content of legal opinions in third party transactions new conventional wisdom posits that the public
in democracies is inattentive but not really ignorant nor easily swayed and indeed quite consistent and thoughtful when it comes to
national security and foreign policy issues this volume builds on such a claim to study the attributes and impacts of public opinion on
foreign and national security policy in six democracies taiwan south korea israel ukraine finland and west germany these countries face
acute and sustained national security challenges posed by stronger authoritarian regimes close by namely china north korea the arab
nations russia and the soviet union given potential existential threats to their democracies the public is typically tuned in and in
sorting out their policy stands is mindful that the fundamental values of identity sovereignty and prosperity may be jeopardized public
opinion can indeed constrain statecraft here in these democracies ensnared in asymmetric dyads many have studied public opinion and
national security in democracies but few have studied national security strategy of weak powers confronting great powers this
volume is the first attempt to examine this topic the approach here is a comparative rather than country specific study combining
qualitative and quantitative research methods to enrich our understanding of the complexity and intrigues of the interplay between
public opinion and national security under the condition of regime asymmetry the wealth of data and careful examination of various
issues from different theoretical approaches makes this volume an essential guide for courses and research in comparative foreign policy
international relations and democratic processes security threatened is the first major analysis of the interactions among opinion
politics and policy in israel since the six days war of 1967 now you can draft and defend accurate well supported third party legal
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opinions with complete confidence in glazer and fitzgibbon on legal opinions drafting interpreting and supporting closing opinions in
business transactions third edition three outstanding authorities give you intensely practical guidance including sample opinion
language throughout the text that shows you how to determine which versions of the standard opinion clauses you should use
establish the factual basis for the opinion and take all the steps necessary to support your opinion the authors describe customary
practice and its implications identify areas of uncertainty and suggests how disputed areas should be resolved extensive appendices
reproduce all the aba and tribar opinion committee reports as well as all the bar association reports of various states this valuable
information is also included on a bonus companion cd rom this is the first book to reveal what people in the eastern half of europe
really think about the international political climate in which they find themselves after the cold war most of the chapters in this
volume are written from the viewpoints of the main countries of the region russia ukraine poland hungary and the czech and slovak
republics this study analyzes the relationship between public opinion and europe s new security policy it aims to explore current
perceptions of european integration security and defense in eu member states its main focus is on a comparison of prevailing attitudes
toward the idea of closer european cooperation in security policy with an emphasis on cfsp esdp and the eu rapid reaction force it also
sheds light on current perceptions of threat among the populations of european states the analysis is based on a comparison of
available empirical data from public opinion polls and country studies including the results of the recently published eurobarometer
survey 54 1 by analyzing public opinion polls as well as polls of members of the security elite and the general elite this paper examines
the west german perception of the communist threat west german attitudes toward deterrence defense and detente and the west german
view of the western alliance it reviews opinion trends in the 1970s and compares important results with opinions in principal allied
countries among his conclusions the author finds that the most critical development in west german opinion is an increasing belief that
the soviet union is seeking reconciliation with the west and a decreasing belief that the united states is acting more responsibly than the
soviet union this book examines the ways in which the relationship between public opinion and the use of military force has developed since
the end of the cold war it addresses the question of whether a democratic foreign policy is possible in an effort to make international
law and united nations legal activities more accessible this publication condenses chronologically in a single and handy volume the
case law of the international court of justice for the period 2003 2007 lawyers journalists diplomats and specialists in
international law will greatly profit from these summaries based closely on the texts prepared by the registry of the court an
important contribution to constitutional literature this collection of ten unpublished decisions by the warren court puts the decision
making process of the supreme court in a new light by following the major changes that occur in each case from the circulation of
tentative majority opinions to the final issuance of opinion the book portrays how the justices communicate with each other and how
they are influenced by each other s arguments interpretations and commentaries by the author illuminate the significance of each case and
provide insight into the different judicial philosophies and personal styles of the justices this book will be of substantial value to law
schools law libraries bar associations and lawyers practicing in the field of constitutional law this book provides a long term
perspective on the opinions of the british public on foreign and defence policy in the post war era thematically wide ranging it looks at
the broader role of foreign and defence policy in british politics and elections public opinion towards britain s key international
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relationships and alliances the united states nato the eu and the commonwealth and public opinion towards the projection of soft
power overseas aid and hard power defence spending nuclear weapons and military intervention assessing the main areas of change and
continuity in the public s views it also pays close attention to the dividing lines in wider society over foreign and defence policy
analysing an extensive range of surveys and opinion polls the book situates the analysis in the wider context of britain s changing
foreign policy role and priorities in the post war era as well as linking public opinion with the politics of british external policy the
post war consensus on britain s overseas role historical and contemporary areas of inter party debate and enduring intra party divides
this text will be of key interest to scholars and students of british politics european politics foreign policy analysis public opinion
defence and security studies and more broadly to comparative politics and international relations this major comparative study
examines the development of military society relations in central and eastern europe since the collapse of communism soldiers and
societies in post communist europe explores how the interaction of the common challenges of postcommunism and the diverse
circumstances of individual countries are shaping patterns of military society relations in this changing region detailed country case
studies written by international experts to a common analytical framework compare the experiences of poland the czech republic
slovakia hungary latvia lithuania romania bulgaria slovenia croatia yugoslavia and ukraine
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Rethinking Japanese Public Opinion and Security

2011-01-24

in this book paul midford engages claims that since 9 11 japanese public opinion has turned sharply away from pacifism and toward
supporting normalization of japan s military power in which japanese troops would fight alongside their american counterparts in
various conflicts worldwide midford argues that japanese public opinion has never embraced pacifism it has instead contained significant
elements of realism in that it has acknowledged the utility of military power for defending national territory and independence but has
seen offensive military power as ineffective for promoting other goals such as suppressing terrorist networks and wmd proliferation or
promoting democracy overseas over several decades these realist attitudes have become more evident as the japanese state has
gradually convinced its public that tokyo and its military can be trusted with territorial defense and even with noncombat
humanitarian and reconstruction missions overseas on this basis says midford we should re conceptualize japanese public opinion as
attitudinal defensive realism

National Security and Public Opinion in Israel

2021-04-02

national security and public opinion in israel undertakes to depict the patterns of public opinion in israel regarding national security
policy it analyzes some of the issues involved in the relationship between public opinion and the decisionmakers on national security
issues

Public Opinion and National Security in Western Europe

1989-06-18

this survey of european public opinion on national security issues interprets numerous public opinion polls retrieved from government
ministries commercial agencies and educational institutions it is a comparative and historical survey of the security challenges faced by
western governments
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Japanese Opinion on Security Links with South Korea

1976

national security and public opinion in israel undertakes to depict the patterns of public opinion in israel regarding national security
policy it analyzes some of the issues involved in the relationship between public opinion and the decisionmakers on national security
issues

National Security And Public Opinion In Israel

2019-04-10

offers an overview of the shifting tensions and public opinions fuelled by americans expectations of privacy vs their collective desire for
national security this book illustrates the dramatic shift of opinion sparked by significant events including perceived communist threat
george orwell s nineteen eighty four and 9 11

National Security Vs. Civil & Privacy Rights

2018

this book demarcates the barriers and pathways to major power security cooperation and provides an empirical analysis of threat
perception among the world s major powers divided into three parts emil kirchner and james sperling use a common analytical framework
for the changing security agenda in canada france germany italy japan the russian federation the united states the united kingdom and the
eu each chapter features an examination of national exceptionalism that accounts for foreign and security policy idiosyncrasies
definitions of the range of threats preoccupying the government foreign policy elites and the public assessments of the institutional and
instrumental preferences shaping national security policies investigations on the allocation of resources between the various
categories of security expenditure details on the elements of the national security culture and its consequences for security
cooperation global security governance combines a coherent theoretical framework with strong comparative case studies making it
ideal reading for all students of security studies
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Global Security Governance

2007-04-11

the memorandum presents and analyzes the findings of the most recent public opinion study on national security affairs conducted
annually for the jaffee center for the past 17 years

Israeli Public Opinion on National Security, 2002

2002

public opinion has played a crucial role in the transitions from war to peace in israel since the 1967 six day war security threatened is
the first major analysis of the interactions among opinion politics and policy in that period based on opinion surveys of thousands of
adult jews conducted between 1962 and 1994 the public divided during those years into militant hardliners and more conciliatory
security positions and power either shifted between or was shared by the likud and labor parties

Security Threatened

1995-10-27

this book examines the ways in which the views of the public inhabit the counter terrorism policy space with a focus on the uk case
drawing insights from critical terrorism studies critical security studies and studies of public opinion the book develops an argument
that the relationship between public opinion is complex iterative and mutually instantiating rather than public opinion and counter
terrorism policy existing in a simple uni directional causal relationship the book argues that whilst counter terrorism policy actors
are informed by public opinion in important ways they also construct that very opinion this argument is made through an empirical
analysis of uk counter terrorism policy drawing on primary research interviews with key counter terrorism policy actors and security
professionals as well as original analysis of parliamentary debates the book demonstrates that rather than uk counter terrorism
politics being closed and elite driven there exists a complex dialectical relationship between public opinion and both the making and the
implementing of counter terrorism policy this book will be of much interest to students of critical terrorism studies counter terrorism
security studies british politics and communication studies
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Public Opinion and Counter-Terrorism

2023-05-12

for the first time the tribar opinion committee and aba committee on legal opinions reports 1994 2004 are now available in a single
convenient portable volume these influential reports simplify and clarify the score and content of legal opinions in third party
transactions

The Collected ABA and TriBar Opinion Reports

2005

new conventional wisdom posits that the public in democracies is inattentive but not really ignorant nor easily swayed and indeed quite
consistent and thoughtful when it comes to national security and foreign policy issues this volume builds on such a claim to study the
attributes and impacts of public opinion on foreign and national security policy in six democracies taiwan south korea israel ukraine
finland and west germany these countries face acute and sustained national security challenges posed by stronger authoritarian regimes
close by namely china north korea the arab nations russia and the soviet union given potential existential threats to their democracies
the public is typically tuned in and in sorting out their policy stands is mindful that the fundamental values of identity sovereignty and
prosperity may be jeopardized public opinion can indeed constrain statecraft here in these democracies ensnared in asymmetric dyads many
have studied public opinion and national security in democracies but few have studied national security strategy of weak powers
confronting great powers this volume is the first attempt to examine this topic the approach here is a comparative rather than country
specific study combining qualitative and quantitative research methods to enrich our understanding of the complexity and intrigues of
the interplay between public opinion and national security under the condition of regime asymmetry the wealth of data and careful
examination of various issues from different theoretical approaches makes this volume an essential guide for courses and research in
comparative foreign policy international relations and democratic processes

Australian Public Opinion on National Security Issues

1986
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security threatened is the first major analysis of the interactions among opinion politics and policy in israel since the six days war of
1967

National Security, Public Opinion And Regime Asymmetry: A Six-country Study

2017-05-19

now you can draft and defend accurate well supported third party legal opinions with complete confidence in glazer and fitzgibbon on
legal opinions drafting interpreting and supporting closing opinions in business transactions third edition three outstanding authorities
give you intensely practical guidance including sample opinion language throughout the text that shows you how to determine which
versions of the standard opinion clauses you should use establish the factual basis for the opinion and take all the steps necessary to
support your opinion the authors describe customary practice and its implications identify areas of uncertainty and suggests how
disputed areas should be resolved extensive appendices reproduce all the aba and tribar opinion committee reports as well as all the bar
association reports of various states this valuable information is also included on a bonus companion cd rom

Security Threatened

1995-11-24

this is the first book to reveal what people in the eastern half of europe really think about the international political climate in which
they find themselves after the cold war most of the chapters in this volume are written from the viewpoints of the main countries of the
region russia ukraine poland hungary and the czech and slovak republics

Glazer and FitzGibbon on Legal Opinions

2008-01-01

this study analyzes the relationship between public opinion and europe s new security policy it aims to explore current perceptions of
european integration security and defense in eu member states its main focus is on a comparison of prevailing attitudes toward the idea
of closer european cooperation in security policy with an emphasis on cfsp esdp and the eu rapid reaction force it also sheds light on
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current perceptions of threat among the populations of european states the analysis is based on a comparison of available empirical
data from public opinion polls and country studies including the results of the recently published eurobarometer survey 54 1

Japanese Public Opinion and the War on Terrorism: Implications for Japan's Security
Strategy

2022

by analyzing public opinion polls as well as polls of members of the security elite and the general elite this paper examines the west
german perception of the communist threat west german attitudes toward deterrence defense and detente and the west german view of the
western alliance it reviews opinion trends in the 1970s and compares important results with opinions in principal allied countries among
his conclusions the author finds that the most critical development in west german opinion is an increasing belief that the soviet union is
seeking reconciliation with the west and a decreasing belief that the united states is acting more responsibly than the soviet union

Japanese Opinion on Security Links with South Korea

1976

this book examines the ways in which the relationship between public opinion and the use of military force has developed since the end of
the cold war it addresses the question of whether a democratic foreign policy is possible

Israeli Public Opinion on National Security, 2001

2001

in an effort to make international law and united nations legal activities more accessible this publication condenses chronologically in
a single and handy volume the case law of the international court of justice for the period 2003 2007 lawyers journalists diplomats
and specialists in international law will greatly profit from these summaries based closely on the texts prepared by the registry of the
court
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Perceptions of Security

1996

an important contribution to constitutional literature this collection of ten unpublished decisions by the warren court puts the
decision making process of the supreme court in a new light by following the major changes that occur in each case from the circulation
of tentative majority opinions to the final issuance of opinion the book portrays how the justices communicate with each other and how
they are influenced by each other s arguments interpretations and commentaries by the author illuminate the significance of each case and
provide insight into the different judicial philosophies and personal styles of the justices this book will be of substantial value to law
schools law libraries bar associations and lawyers practicing in the field of constitutional law

Public Opinion on European Security and Defense

2002

this book provides a long term perspective on the opinions of the british public on foreign and defence policy in the post war era
thematically wide ranging it looks at the broader role of foreign and defence policy in british politics and elections public opinion
towards britain s key international relationships and alliances the united states nato the eu and the commonwealth and public opinion
towards the projection of soft power overseas aid and hard power defence spending nuclear weapons and military intervention assessing
the main areas of change and continuity in the public s views it also pays close attention to the dividing lines in wider society over
foreign and defence policy analysing an extensive range of surveys and opinion polls the book situates the analysis in the wider context
of britain s changing foreign policy role and priorities in the post war era as well as linking public opinion with the politics of british
external policy the post war consensus on britain s overseas role historical and contemporary areas of inter party debate and enduring
intra party divides this text will be of key interest to scholars and students of british politics european politics foreign policy
analysis public opinion defence and security studies and more broadly to comparative politics and international relations

People, Polls, and Policymakers

1992-01-01
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this major comparative study examines the development of military society relations in central and eastern europe since the collapse of
communism soldiers and societies in post communist europe explores how the interaction of the common challenges of postcommunism and
the diverse circumstances of individual countries are shaping patterns of military society relations in this changing region detailed
country case studies written by international experts to a common analytical framework compare the experiences of poland the czech
republic slovakia hungary latvia lithuania romania bulgaria slovenia croatia yugoslavia and ukraine

Public Opinion and Security Policy in the Federal Republic of Germany

1984

Israeli Public Opinion on National Security, 2000

2000

Representative Views: Mass and Elite Opinion on Australian Security

2022

International security, mass media and public opinion

2000

Public Opinion and the International Use of Force

2001
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Vox Populi: Trends in Israeli Public Opinion on National Security 2004-2009

2022

Opinions : the Personal Property Security Opinion Report : Bringing Order Out of Chaos

1997

Summaries of Judgments, Advisory Opinions and Orders of the International Court of
Justice 2003-2007

2009-03-04

The Unpublished Opinions of the Warren Court

1985-09-26

Attitude Matters: Public Opinion in Australia Towards Defence and Security

1969
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Legal Opinions of the Office of General Counsel of the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration

1851

Opinions of Attorneys General: Sept. 3, 1838 to Feb. 15, 1851

1944

American Public Opinion and Postwar Security Commitments

2003

Israeli Public Opinion on National Security, 2003

1999-01-01

Israeli Public Opinion on National Security, 1999

2018-11-07
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British Public Opinion on Foreign and Defence Policy

2003-09-08

Soldiers and Societies in Postcommunist Europe

1979

Second Medical Opinions for Elective Surgery

1949

Official Opinions of the Attorneys General of the United States
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